Use of this form is required by the Department for any air pollution control permit application filed pursuant to ss. 285.61, 285.62 or 285.66, Wis Stats. Completion of this form is mandatory. The Department will not consider or act upon your application unless you complete and submit this form. It is not the Department's intention to use any personally identifiable information from this form for any other purpose.

In order for a comprehensive air quality analysis to be accomplished, a facility plot plan MUST be included with the permit application. If the application is for an initial operation permit, submit the elements under #2 below. If the application is for a renewal, answer #1 below first.

1. Have there been changes to the facility plot plan since the previous operation permit application was submitted?
   - [ ] No. The plot plan submitted with the original application can be used for the renewal.
   - [x] Yes. An up-to-date plot plan is attached.

2. If there have been changes to the facility plot plan since the last operation permit application submittal, RESUBMIT an up-to-date plot plan which must include the following or the permit application will be deemed incomplete:
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   1. A building layout (blueprint, plan view) including all buildings occupied by or located on the site of the facility.

   2. The maximum height of each building (excluding stack height).

   3. The location and numerical designation of each stack. Please ensure these designations correspond to the appropriate stacks listed on the other permit forms in this application.

   4. The location of fenced property lines (if any).

   5. Identify direction "North" on all submittals.

   6. All drawings shall be to scale and shall have the scale graphically depicted.

   7. An additional regional map depicting the facility location in relation to the surrounding vicinity (roads or other features) shall be included.

Are there any outdoor storage piles on the facility site?  
   - [ ] Yes  
   - [x] No

If so, what material does the pile(s) consist of?

Are there any dirt roads or unpaved parking lots on the facility site?  
   - [x] Yes